
Why Trust Resolute in
the Cannabis Industry?

Navigating the cannabis industry
demands a partner well-versed in its
unique challenges, from strict
regulatory frameworks to the
nuances of market dynamics.

Resolute's seasoned expertise offers invaluable insights and solutions tailored to these distinctive
needs. Our strategic approach, cultivated through years of experience, empowers businesses to
thrive amidst the complexities of the cannabis sector. 

Is your cannabis business facing financial distress? Resolute offers expert turnaround
solutions to help you navigate complex challenges and achieve stability. Our team brings
years of experience in restructuring, winddowns, and receivership, along with a deep
understanding of the unique cannabis industry landscape.

Crisis Compass for
Cannabis Ventures
Resolute provides experienced restructure and winddown
services to help your business navigate the toughest challenges.
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Resolute offers a comprehensive suite
of services designed to address the full
spectrum of challenges faced by
cannabis businesses. Whether it's
navigating financial distress through
restructuring, managing the
complexities of receivership, or guiding
companies through orderly winddowns,
our team is equipped to deliver
exceptional outcomes. Our expertise
encompasses a broad range of
scenarios within the cannabis industry,
from advising single-location testing
facilities to managing comprehensive
restructuring efforts for multi-state
vertically integrated operators. This
portfolio underscores our ability to
navigate complex situations, reflecting
our adaptability and understanding of
the industry's varied operational
landscapes

Comprehensive Services for the Cannabis Industry

About Kaiya
Kaiya, with over a decade of leadership in regulated
cannabis markets, is a testament to Resolute's unparalleled
expertise. As a founder and CEO of a venture-funded
startup for nine years, and a consultant and fractional COO
across various cannabis ventures, his track record is
impressive. 

His wide-ranging experience covers corporate strategy,
brand development, manufacturing, and M&A, to name a
few. Kaiya's entrepreneurial spirit and deep industry
knowledge drive operational efficiencies and significant cost
savings, ensuring clients benefit from his comprehensive
approach to challenges in the cannabis sector.

Kaiya’s contributions include the launch of multiple brands, acquisition of key licenses, and
leadership in producing over 7 million packaged units across thousands of SKU variations. His
focus on data-driven, lean processes and sustainable operations brings an operator’s
perspective to our restructuring practice, making him an invaluable asset to the Resolute team
and our clients.

Contact us to discover how Resolute's
expertise can guide your business to
industry-leading results. Let us put our
proven strategies to work for you,
ensuring your success in the dynamic
and challenging cannabis sector.

kbercow@resolutecommercial.com

(831) 545 6903

eanderes@resolutecommercial.com

(480) 947 3262


